Kay McCarthy
First Intramural Contest Winner

The winner of last week's football contest, sponsored by The Fos, is Kay McCarthy, a secretary at Professor Gelger's A.A. office. Her margin was 3 points: Phi Gamma Delta, 21; Psi Gamma, 18.

Wellesley Theater Presents Drama
By Sean O'Casey

The Wellesley College Players Group will present its fall production of the year Sean O'Casey's "The Plough and the Stars." The play, which is based on the 1890 tenant strike, will be produced November 5 and 6 at the mainstage in the Davis Hall on the Wellesley campus. Directed by Norman Ashton, the cast includes: Lorraine Barcak, Barbara Bowers, Barbara Burkhart, Susan Carton, Rollie Davis, Baron, Barbra Birnbaum, Kevin Pfeifer and Randolph Edwards. Seating is by reservation only and is limited to the first 40 guests. The cost: $2.50. The cast includes: John Petrie, who plays the role of an Irish squire; Stuart McIvor, a graduate of Tufa, and Albert Frey, a beginning professor of physics at Tufts.

Dorm Conference Studies Methods of Student Gov't

About 25 members of Dormitory Council and the House Councils, representatives of the Faculty and Administration, spent Wednesday afternoon at the Dormitory Leaders' Conference held at T.C.A.'s House in New Bedford, Mass.

Frederick C. Hennie, Assistant Dean of Students, gave a brief welcome to the assembly. Discussion groups were formed, urging the conference. Since the bulk of student government is conducted in group meetings, Professor Herbert A. Bregardt of the Economics Department, an expert in group psychology, gave an introductory lecture on "Group Psychology." It consisted of an analysis of the types of members in each group, and the psychological effects of such, on the leadership and the compromise, the originator, the burden, etc.

Followed by Skin

This talk was followed by an unstructured demonstration skill of how not to conduct and commit oneself as a member of an assembly. He analyzed the group's performance on a study of the different characteristics described by Prof. Bregardt.

Associate Dean of Students Freder- ick C. Hennie then introduced "The Administrative View of Student Gover- nment" to the assembly. He emphasized the need for a broad knowledge of group analysis of this student. Later Saturday afternoon, the president of the Intercollegiate Committee of Institutions of the College in part presented "The Student Gover- nment Conference."

Deconstructional View

Following the Friday night meeting, Francis Beswick presented a radical concept of student deconstruction. He then presented the views of President James H. Kilian, Jr., and discussed deconstructionism. He then presented the views of President James H. Kilian, Jr., and discussed deconstructionism.

President Eisenhower has signed an Executive Order affecting this year's service draft. The executive order, which has been adopted by the Department of Defense, is designed to provide a greater number of college students with deferment under the following conditions:

The registrant must have been accepted by a graduate school for admission to a class beginning in or after January 1, 1956. This class must be the first class following the registrant's four-year college term. If the registrant is a member of a graduate school of one of the following categories, he must have completed the requirements for the master's degree or the equivalent:

1. A degree in engineering.
2. A degree in the physical sciences.
3. A degree in mathematics.
4. A degree in the life sciences.
5. A degree in the social sciences.
6. A degree in the humanities.

In addition, the registrant must have been accepted by a graduate school for admission to a class beginning in or after January 1, 1956. This class must be the first class following the registrant's four-year college term. If the registrant is a member of a graduate school of one of the following categories, he must have completed the requirements for the master's degree or the equivalent:

1. A degree in engineering.
2. A degree in the physical sciences.
3. A degree in mathematics.
4. A degree in the life sciences.
5. A degree in the social sciences.
6. A degree in the humanities.

The Patriotic Bond of 1958 is sponsored a chamber music series of four Sunday afternoon concerts throughout the coming year. This group of concerts is presented with the view in mind: to bring good music to the Cambridge community and to finance the Harvard-Ballet Orchestra.

Opening the series on November 14 will be the Budapest String Quartet, featuring Du Glentz in Major, Op. 77, No. 1, by Haydn, and Bartok's Hungarian Dance No. 6. On De- cember 5, the soloist will be William Schuman, who will play the Piano Concerto in C minor by W. Schu- man, the Violin Concerto by Schubert, the Sonata (1908) by Hindemith, and the Sonata in F minor by B. Schuman, Op. 120 by Brahms.

Ervyn Lieb, Visiting Professor of Mathematics at Harvard, will give a talk on December 23, 1955, in the Massachusetts Hall, Room 14-207 (in Haydlen Library).
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